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John 20:24-29 Leader Guide for One Room

Teachers Dig In

Dig In to the Bible
 Read: John 20:24-29
 In This Passage: The disciples tell Thomas they saw Jesus—alive—after

he’d died! Thomas doesn’t believe them. He says he needs to see and feel
Jesus’ wounds to confirm that Jesus is real. Jesus appears, and Thomas
believes. Even though we can’t see Jesus, we can trust that Jesus is real.

 Bible Point: Jesus is real.
 Summary Verse: “But to all who believed him and accepted him, he gave

the right to become children of God” (John 1:12).

Dig Deeper
 You’ll Be Teaching: Jesus is real. Younger kids probably don’t struggle with

doubts about Jesus, but older kids may be beginning to. Either way, it can
be hard for kids to think of Jesus as a friend when they can’t see him. Help
kids learn that because Jesus is real, we can be his friend. Jesus is glad
when we believe in him even though we can’t see him.

 Think About: What would you say to a “doubting Thomas” who didn’t believe
Jesus is real?

Dig In to Prayer
 Pray that kids would feel Jesus’ presence in a very real way.

Quick Tip
 Because Dig In uses open-ended questions with no single right answer, you

may sometimes have kids say things you don’t agree with. There may be
“doubting Thomases” who contradict Bible truths. Use nonjudgmental
responses to all answers—whether or not you agree. Some responses
might be “thank you” or “okay.” That way, you won’t dismiss the kids who
disagree with you. Your openness will show kids you welcome their
thoughts and doubts like Jesus did for Thomas.
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This Lesson at a Glance

OPENING
▲ Kids share about a topic related to the lesson.

TALK-ABOUT VIDEO
▲ Kids watch a video and discuss today's Bible point.

Supplies
 “Real or Trick?” teaching video (watch or download here)

CORE BIBLE DISCOVERY
Kids examine and experience the evidence that Jesus appeared to his disciples.

Supplies
 Bibles
 “What We Saw” handout (1 for every 6 kids) (download here)
 pencils
 paper
 crayons
  piece of cheese
 cup of water

Easy Prep
 Draw a picture of a pig flying. Ideally this is should be a very

poorly drawn picture, so if you lack art skills, you’ll be perfect!
 Tear a few pieces of paper in half.

HIGH-ENERGY GAME
▲ Kids race balloons by inflating them and letting the air out.

Supplies
 uninflated balloons (1 per child)
 black permanent markers (a few to share)
 masking tape
 upbeat music (optional)
 music player (optional)

Easy Prep
 Tape a goal line on the floor at one end of your room.

LOW-ENERGY GAME
Kids play a version of Balderdash.

Supplies
 “Doubtful Definitions” handouts (1 for every 5 kids) (download

here)
 index cards
 pens

https://vimeo.com/album/4920085/video/254879436
https://digin-resources.group.com/media/9803/q4_lesson-04_what-we-saw_handout.pdf
https://digin-resources.group.com/media/9805/q4_lesson-04_doubtful-definitions_handout.pdf
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Easy Prep
 From each copy of the handout, cut the cards apart along the

dotted lines and place them facedown in a stack.

LIFE APPLICATION WRAP-UP
▲ Kids pray while making the sign-language sign for Jesus.

TAKE-HOME
▲ Kids receive a take-home page about the lesson.

Supplies
 this week’s “Dig In @ Home” handout (1 per child) (download

here)

Easy Prep
 Add your church announcements to the “Dig In @ Home”

handout.

*Marked supplies can be reused from Core Bible Discovery
Let's keep kids safe! You can help by using supplies as instructed for only ages 3+,
purchasing child-safe items, and being aware of allergy concerns.

https://digin-resources.group.com/media/9827/q4_lesson-4_take-home_bible-in-one-year.docx
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OPENING
Welcome

[5 min]

Welcome
 Thank kids for coming.
 Just for fun, have kids give a fist bump to four friends.
 Make announcements.
 Introduce new kids.
 Celebrate birthdays by lining up people with birthdays in the upcoming week

and having everyone else run by to high-five them.
 Collect the offering.

Introduce the Lesson
          Say: Today we’re going to learn that Jesus is real. Sometimes we
make things look real, but they’re not.

Share
 Tell kids a prank you’ve played on someone or heard about.
 Have kids form pairs. Ask kids to share a prank they’ve played on someone

or heard about.
 After partners have discussed, ask two or three kids to share with the whole

group what they talked about with their partners.

Summarize
          Open a Bible to John 20, and say: In our Bible story, Thomas might’ve
thought the disciples were playing a trick on him. They told him Jesus is
real and that he’d come back to life! Let’s look in the Bible to see what
evidence Thomas needed to see that they really weren’t pulling a prank. The
Bible is God’s special book. God uses the Bible to talk to us and show us
that he’s real. He’s always here, and he wants to talk to you now. Let’s listen
and talk to him.
          Pray, thanking Jesus that he’s real.
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TALK-ABOUT VIDEO
Real or Trick?

[10 min]

Supplies

 “Real or Trick?” teaching video (watch or download here)

Tip
 Don’t have internet in your classroom? That’s okay! You can download the

videos before class using the “download” button at the link provided, or
purchase DVDs here.

Discuss and Watch “Real or Trick?”
          Say: Today we’re learning that Jesus is real. When Thomas heard that
the other disciples had seen Jesus, he thought it might be a trick. But it
wasn’t!
          Today it can be easy to be tricked by videos. Let’s see how easily you
can tell whether something is real or a video trick. You’ll use a thumbs-up or
thumbs-down to vote.
          Watch “Real or Trick?”
          Ask: • How did you decide whether to vote that it was real or fake?
          • Which experiments tricked you? Why?
          • What proof do you think Thomas would need to believe the real
experiments in our video?
          Say: Sometimes people call Thomas “doubting Thomas” because he
doubted that Jesus was really alive again. But when he saw the evidence for
himself, he believed! We might be smart to doubt video tricks, but we never
have to doubt Jesus. We can believe that Jesus is real.

https://vimeo.com/album/4920085/video/254879436
https://www.group.com/childrens-ministry/sunday-school/dig-in/shop/
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CORE BIBLE DISCOVERY
John: Jesus Helps Thomas With Doubts (John 20:24-29)

[20 min]

Supplies

 Bibles
 “What We Saw” handout (1 for every 6 kids) (download here)
 pencils
 paper
 crayons
  piece of cheese
 cup of water

Easy Prep

 Draw a picture of a pig flying. Ideally this is should be a very poorly drawn
picture, so if you lack art skills, you’ll be perfect!

 Tear a few pieces of paper in half.

Ask for Proof
          Say: We’re learning that Jesus is real. In our Bible story, we’ll learn
about a man who wanted to see and touch Jesus as proof that Jesus was
really alive.
          Let’s think about what proof we’d need to believe some hard-to-
believe things.
          Ask: • If I told you that the moon is made of cheese, what would it take
for you to believe me? Kids might say going to the moon and tasting it, hearing it
from a scientist, hearing it from someone they know and trust, seeing photos, and
so on.
          Hold up a piece of cheese.
          Ask: • What if I tell you this cheese is from the moon? Is that enough
evidence?
          • What if I told you that pigs can fly? What proof would you need?
          Say: Lucky for you, I have a genuine photograph of a flying pig!

Hold up your drawing, and let kids say whether your “photo” is enough
evidence.

          Ask: • How about if I told you that you can breathe under water without
any equipment?
          Say: Okay, this one really is possible. Check it out!

Hold a cup of water over your head, and then take a few deep breaths.
Say: See? I’m under water! Walk around and hold the cup over kids’
heads so they can breathe under water.

          Say: None of these things are really true, and you probably already
knew that. That’s why you’d want a lot of proof. In the Bible, one of Jesus’
friends, named Thomas, knew for a fact that Jesus had died. So it seemed
just as impossible as pigs flying that Jesus could be alive. Thomas wanted
proof that Jesus is real and that he wasn’t dead anymore.

Share Evidence
          Have kids form mixed-age groups of six with at least one reader per group.
One child in each group will be Mary, another will be Thomas, and the remaining
kids will be other disciples. Give each group a “What We Saw” handout.

https://digin-resources.group.com/media/9803/q4_lesson-04_what-we-saw_handout.pdf
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          Say: Mary and disciples, use the things written on your handout to try
to convince Thomas of what you saw and experienced. Thomas, you’ll
pretend not to believe. If you can read, help kids who can’t read yet by
whispering to them what it says on their papers. Then they can loudly
repeat what you said.
          Allow kids about two minutes to play their roles as Thomas, Mary, and the
disciples.
          Ask: • Why do you think Thomas didn’t believe what the disciples and
Mary said?
          Say: Whether or not you think you’d believe Jesus is real and alive
based on what Mary and the disciples said, Thomas didn’t. He wanted
physical evidence.
          Read John 20:25.

Experience Evidence
          Say: Thomas wanted evidence that Jesus is real and alive, and he got
it! Let’s experience what he did.
          Read John 20:26.
          Say: Let’s see how secure our walls and door are. Feel around and
make sure there are no secret doors in the walls.
          Have kids press on the walls and door. If you have windows, make sure
they’re locked.
          Say: Our door isn’t locked, but if it was, there’d be no way into this
room. That was the situation when Jesus showed up! Imagine for a minute
that our door is locked.
          Ask: • How would seeing Jesus suddenly appear in a locked room help
you believe he is real?
          Say: When Jesus appeared to Thomas and the other disciples, he said
“Peace be with you.” Close your eyes and imagine Jesus saying those
words to you.
          Ask: • How would hearing Jesus talk to you help you believe he is
real?
          Say: Let’s see what happened next.
          Read John 20:27.
          Say: Jesus showed Thomas the scars in his hands from where he’d
been crucified. Find a wound or scar you have, and tell someone about how
you got it. Allow time for kids to share.
          Ask: • How would seeing Jesus’ scars help you believe he is real?
          Say: Jesus also invited Thomas to touch the wound in his side. That
was where the soldiers put a sword into his side.
          Distribute torn paper. Have kids close their eyes and feel the torn edge, and
ask them if feeling the torn edge confirms that the paper was ripped.
          Ask: • How would touching Jesus’ wound help you believe him more?
          • Why is it so hard to believe in Jesus when we can’t see or touch
him?
          Say: Thomas got to use his senses to experience that Jesus is real.
Let’s see how he reacted.
          Read John 20:28.
          Say: At the end of our Bible story, Jesus said something to Thomas
that’s really more about us. Read John 20:29.
          Ask: • Why do you think it’s important to Jesus that we believe without
seeing him?
          • How can you experience Jesus today—without seeing or touching
him? Guide kids to talk about how we can hear Jesus through Scripture and by
listening in prayer, and how we can even see evidence of his love and power
through people and nature.
          Say: Jesus is real, but unlike Thomas, we don’t get the chance to see
and touch his wounds. No matter what doubts or questions we may have,
we can trust that Jesus is real, even though we can’t see him!
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HIGH-ENERGY GAME
Flight of Faith

[10 min]

Supplies

 uninflated balloons (1 per child)
 black permanent markers (a few to share)
 masking tape
 upbeat music (optional)
 music player (optional)

Easy Prep

 Tape a goal line on the floor at one end of your room.

Tips
 Younger kids may not be able to inflate balloons. If that’s the case, let those

kids simply toss their uninflated balloons. They won’t be able to throw them
very far! Just make sure older kids play the normal way so the game still
makes the point.

 You can purchase downloadable music and other items to enhance your
DIG IN program here.

Chase Balloons
          Say: We heard about Thomas today, one of Jesus’ friends and
disciples. Thomas had a hard time believing Jesus had come back to life
and wanted to see Jesus with his own two eyes.
          We can be like Thomas. Sometimes it’s hard to believe in what we
can’t see, but there are a lot of things in our world that we can’t truly see but
we know are real. Our next game will show you a great example!
 Give each child a balloon.
 Distribute the markers, and have kids share them to write their names on

their balloons. Kids can partner up to help stretch out each other’s balloons
for writing.

 Have kids blow up their balloons and hold them closed between their
fingers. Wait for everyone to get the balloons inflated.

 Point out the goal line you taped to the floor, and have everyone stand
along the wall across from the line. Have kids spread out as much as they
can.

 The goal is for everyone to get the balloons across the goal line by letting go
of the balloons and letting them fly as they deflate.

 Once each balloon lands, its owner can run to where it fell, check to make
sure it’s his or her balloon, and then blow it up again to let it fly closer to the
goal line.

 Play until all the kids get their balloons across the goal line.
 Kids whose balloons cross first can cheer on everyone else.
 If you’d like, play upbeat music while kids play.

Talk About It
          Say: We couldn’t see the air coming out of each balloon, but we knew
it was there because it moved each balloon—and we could hear it, too. Even

https://www.group.com/childrens-ministry/sunday-school/dig-in/shop/
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though we can’t see air, we can see or hear or feel its effects, and we know
for sure it’s real.
          Ask: • What are other things we know are real even if we can’t actually
see them?
          • What are ways we can see Jesus’ effects around us, even though we
can’t see him? Share an example of your own first, such as Jesus helping you
be strong through a very difficult time.
          Say: It would be awesome to see Jesus just like we can see each other
here right now, but Jesus told Thomas and us, “Blessed are those who
believe without seeing me.” It’s called faith when we believe in what we
can’t see, and we can have faith that Jesus is real.
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LOW-ENERGY GAME
Doubtful Definitions

[10 min]

Supplies

 “Doubtful Definitions” handouts (1 for every 5 kids) (download here)
 index cards
 pens

Easy Prep

 From each copy of the handout, cut the cards apart along the dotted lines
and place them facedown in a stack.

*Recommended for groups with mostly readers.

Play a Version of Balderdash
          Say: We learned about Thomas today, one of Jesus’ close friends and
disciples. All the other disciples had seen Jesus after he’d come back to
life, but Thomas hadn’t yet, and he wasn’t so sure he could believe the news
without seeing Jesus himself. We can all be like Thomas
sometimes—needing to see something to believe it or having doubts that
something is true.
          I have a fun game for us to play where you’ll need to pick what’s true
and real from what isn’t.
 Form mixed-age teams of four or five readers. Non-readers can join groups

as extra participants.
 Give each team a stack of the cards you prepared earlier, along with pens

and index cards.
 Readers on each team will take turns drawing a card and reading the word

aloud.
 The other readers will make up a definition of the word and write it on an

index card. The child who read the word will copy the definition from the
handout onto an index card.

 The Reader will collect all index cards, shuffle them together with the real
definition, and then read all the cards.

 Everyone besides the Reader (including on-readers) will vote on which
definition they think is real, and then the Reader will reveal the answer.

 Allow time for teams to make up definitions for as many cards as they can
get through.

Talk About It
          Ask: • What made it hard to tell which definition was the real one for
each word?
          • Which of the real definitions surprised you, and why?
          • What can make it hard to know what’s true or not about Jesus?
          Say: It can be hard sometimes to tell what’s real or made up. Maybe
that’s why Thomas wanted to see Jesus before he’d believe Jesus had
really come back to life. Thomas did get to see Jesus, and Jesus told him,
“You believe because you have seen me. Blessed are those who believe
without seeing me.” As surprising and amazing as it is that Jesus came
back to life, it’s not made up—it’s not a taradiddle. Jesus is real!

https://digin-resources.group.com/media/9805/q4_lesson-04_doubtful-definitions_handout.pdf
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LIFE APPLICATION WRAP-UP
I Believe

[5 min]

Learn Sign Language
 Teach kids how to say “Jesus” in sign language. To do it, touch the tip of

your middle finger to the center of the other hand’s palm. Then switch hands
and do the same.

 Tell kids how sign language for “Jesus” reminds us of Thomas asking to
touch Jesus’ wounds for proof that he was real. Explain that touching your
fingers to your palms represents the nails that made the wounds in Jesus’
hands.

 Have kids sign “Jesus” repeatedly, silently telling Jesus a reason they
believe he’s real each time they touch a finger to the opposite palm.

Wrap Up
          Pray: Jesus, we believe! We know you’re real, even though we can’t
see and touch you. Thank you that your presence is real in our lives all the
time. In your name, amen.
          Thank kids for coming, and encourage them to come back next week.
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TAKE-HOME
Dig In @ Home

[0 min]

Supplies

 this week’s “Dig In @ Home” handout (1 per child) (download here)

Easy Prep

 Add your church announcements to the “Dig In @ Home” handout.

             Distribute a copy of the “Dig In @ Home” handout to kids as they leave, or
email it to parents during the week.

https://digin-resources.group.com/media/9827/q4_lesson-4_take-home_bible-in-one-year.docx
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